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The Parable of the Virgins - Explained 
 
In Lomah (Land Of Milk And Honey) (Australia), we have the manufacturers of girls.(Pigs) 
Half the girls are virgins (Females/gilts), the other half non virgins.(Males/boars) 
Once created the virgins can only be virgins for a week or they become non virgins. (After a 
week the gilts can’t be used in the fresh trade and need to go into ham and bacon processing) 
 
There is a good consistent demand for these virgins made in Lomah. They come from a clean 
healthy environment with no introduced contaminants. (Clean and green Australia) They didn’t 
have the overly huge breasts of some overseas girls, or butts all like Jenny Lopez, but like Kylie, 
they were generally a pretty attractive lot. (Australian genetics are a little behind the imported for 
confirmation) The non virgins, they had their place and the demand for these was also strong. (In 
the processing, ham and bacon sector). 
 
However, some Tapiwe’s (Trade And Policy Incorporated With Entrepreneur’s) (Government 
trade policy changes and Importers) got together and decided that they would take advantage of 
the gross over production of the non virgins in Ooc (Other Overseas Countries). (Denmark, 
Canada and America) These non virgins from Ooc were produced in areas where Vaki (Very 
Adaptable Killer Illness’s) (PMWS and PRRS) is prevalent and other forms of reproductive 
disorders that would eventually effect the Lomah girl population. The governors of the day set 
the rule that condoms were to be supplied with each non virgin. Each non virgin was also to be 
flushed with Listerine mouth wash (Our Bio Security) to control Vaki.  
 
Not only did Ooc have Vaki but they are also able to use Duafil’s (Drugs Unavailable And 
Forbidden In Lomah) (Mecadox, etc that are not allowed to be used in Australia) to give their 
baby girls a boost. (eg, scour treatment) The wise rulers of Lomah had forbidden the use of 
Duafil’s in Lomah, but for some reason saw fit to allow Ooc non virgin manufacturers to use 
them and send the non virgins which had been given this boost, to Lomah. Thus, disadvantaging 
Lomah girl manufacturers somewhat. 
 
Ooc also are able to grow their non virgins until they were a little older. This has the advantage 
that they are more mature, shapely, presentable and much more efficient at giving pleasure. (The 
bigger the carcass the more efficient is the production of pigs.) 
 
Unfortunately too for the girl manufacturers of Lomah, because of incorrect influences and the 
lack of finance over a period of time, some girls were raised in the ghettos’. (In deep litter 
facilities/igloos.) This does detract from the pleasure of the Lomah manufactured girls because 
the occasional one suffered from bad breath. (Skatol and boar taint effect.) The Ooc has wisely 
banned the use of the ghettos’ during that precious maturing period to 100% guarantee the most 
sensuous pleasure. (The last four weeks prior to sale) 
 
In Ooc the manufacturing was encouraged because their over ego’ed rulers decided that they just 
had to see non virgins produced and were prepared to monetarily assist in their production. 
(Subsidised overseas pork industries) 
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So the Tapiwe’s acquired these overseas non virgins and were very happy with them. Because the 
Ooc manufacturers were producing many of them, they were able to place the not so desirable 
non virgins onto their home or surrounding markets. The Tapiwe’s, they were able to acquire the 
most desirable non virgins a man could ask for. Make an order and that’s what you got, unclean, 
but very attractive and would satisfy any imaginable pleasure. The Tapiwe’s weren’t worried 
about the disease risk. They made that much money from the imported non virgins, that acquiring 
Lomah virgins for their own pleasure was but a drop in the ocean for them.   
 
Then the Tapiwe’s of the non virgins got even greedier. They decided that they would order 
heaps of the non virgins; to the extent that it saturated the Lomah market.  
 
Because the price was so attractive to acquire these non virgins, the male population was 
saturated with them and grossly over copulated. They were spent. (Freezers are full of imported 
meat for the processing sector) 
 
In the mean time the Lomah manufactures had all these non virgins that they were not able to 
find a market for. Not only that, but because they had no market for the non virgins, they had to 
lower the price of their virgins and non virgins to way below the cost of production, thus 
jeopardizing the very existence of the Lomah manufacturers. 
This also created the real threat of man no longer being able to acquire a virgin in Lomah.  
 
The rulers of the day in Lomah saw the potential demise of the girl manufacturing industry and 
proposed building some banks (Productivity Commission with Mr. Banks) to hopefully restrain 
the inflow. Unfortunately though, the banks were initially of inadequate soundness to prevent the 
inflow. (Doesn’t fully understand the problem areas and stuffs up some facts chronically) 
 
What even makes things harder for the Lomah manufacturers of virgins, is that the country 
celebrates Mucrop (Mostly Unmeaningful Commercial Rape Of Purses) (Christmas). At this time 
the people of Lomah hibernate after a huge feast and therefore have no desire for girls. (Go on 
holidays and don’t eat as much pork). This makes the situation even worse for the manufacturers 
of girls in Lomah because there is not enough demand for the virgins, so these have to become 
non virgins and compete against the non virgins the Tapiwe’s have brought in.         
And to make things even more difficult for the manufactures of girls in Lomah we have Rom 
(Recovery of Mucrop) where the people of Lomah only work short weeks for the next third of the 
year (Public Holidays until Anzac day) as a recovery period from Mucrop, disrupting the demand 
for girls throughout that period. 
 
Conclusions 
Condoms and Listerine won’t cleanse an unclean virgin, no matter how good the ads are. (CSRIO 
advises that we are destined to have PRRS or PMWS infect our herd while pork from these 
countries is allowed in.) 
Banks can be redesigned to do the task if the engineer has the appropriate understanding of the 
materials he has available. (Hopefully Mr. Banks does get the facts right) 
Stay out of the poo and only produce virgins. (We must stop using deep litter for the sale period 
and castrate our male pigs so they too can be used in the fresh market.) 


